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Junbesi Communication Center was observed on 29 August 2008 and discussion was 
held with Ad-hog committee on the issue why the committee has been passive. 
Committee Chairman Ang Domi Lama and Treasurer Chungba lama accepted that 
there had been delayed from there side. They clarified that Mr. Bed Bhadur was 
entrusted the responsibility to communicate in English as he was good in English. 
He took the responsibility and went to Kathmandu for his personal matter. He was 
supposed to correspond to HIPRON and HP-DK but unfortunately he stayed away 
from school for long with no communication with the school and JCC, and later on 
he was found to have been transferred to other place. This caused the main delay. 
Ad-hog Committee of JCC would like to apologize for this delay. They also told that 
they are looking forward to see JCC operate as soon as possible as it the must for 
all. So, they would like to make special request donor for their support to establish  
and bring the JCC in operation.  
 



 
 
After having informed about HP-DK dissatisfaction over the delay, ad-hog 
committee member discussed among themselves and realized the delay. After the 
discussion, they expressed the regret over the delay caused by them and made the 
strong commitment that they will work more efficiently in coming days. The JCC ad 
–hog committee requested HP and the donor for releasing the support. 
 
Rule and regulation of Junbesi Communication Center (JCC) 15. March 2008 
On 15th March 2007, all the concerned people of the Junbesi formed Ad hog Committee 
of Junbesi Communication Center (JCC) under the chairmanship of Ang Domi Lama. 
They also made certain decision. According to the decision, Ad hog committee will call 
the village meeting and form the Junbesi Communication Center Management 
Committee to run JCC smoothly. But it will happen only after JCC is fully set up. It also 
decided that JCC Management Committee will be changed in every 2 years by either 
election or anonymously. 
Responsibility and authorities of the JCC Management Committee are mentioned in the 
following and there are 5 committee members for recent period. 
 

1. Domi Lama    Chairman 
2. Chungba Chhiring Lama  Treasurer 
3. Karma Lama    Secretary 
4. Chhiring Yanzom lama  Member 
5. Office Operator    Secretary 

 
 
Responsibilities and authority of JCC Management Committee 



1. Giving the necessary instructions to the operator for regular update of an Internet, 
email and telephone service. 

2. Regular Meeting will be held 
3. Make annual work program and approved 
4. Managing the Communication center and its financial activities in effective 

manner 
5. To make good relation with the Tourism Related organization to promote the JCC 
6. Economic report and other report on its activities will be submitted to the 

concerned donor  
7. Appoint and dismiss the employee 
8. To present JCC annual program and its progress, and financial report in detail 
9. Reviewing its services and facilities 
10. Evaluation and monitoring the JCC time to time 
11. Keep the record of visitors in communication Center 
12.  To provide necessary help to give facilities of Telephone, Internet and E-mail  
13. Keeping the financial report up-date 
14. To operate the saving account in Rastriya Banijya Bank Saleri Branch with joint 

signature of Chairman and Treasurer  
 
 
 

Dear Papa!  

Attached letter was delivered in JCC hand more than a month ahead i was there. When i was 
there and going to read out the letter they told me that they already read the same letter by 
themselves and understood the sprit. Then i stoped reading as i couldn't force them to listen 
same thing.  

It is realy difficult to work in Junbesi valley. Only Chungba knows something and rest are 
ignorant. They also want to cooperate but only by coming to the meeting, listening and nothing 
more-no vision in mind. Chungba Lama is really active but he is occupied by several things like - 
acting headmaster, library, hospital and his own family and children. He wants really do 
something but he can't as he is occupied with those things.  

Now I strongly fell that you and me have to do some thing to make communication center run as 
communication center is not only for Junbesi people. This center is for other people like: Mopung 
Taktor, Salavesi, Ringmu and even Sgar-Bakanje people and other domestic and international 
tourist, and NGO like us. So this communication center must be brought in operation at least 
through your and mine special effort.  

Yours  

 Namgyal 

 
 
 
 



 
 
 


